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The Nationalist Times Endorses Merlin Miller

This is the easiest endorsement f or president The Nationalist Times has made in its 27 year history. Merlin
Miller is a good and decent man who believes in and stands f or all the right things. He’s a breath of  f resh air in
a country slowly but surely strangling f rom its bizarre toxic mix of  corruption, delusions and lies.

The “lesser of  two evils” nonsense must be decisively rejected if  America is to live. In the last decade, the
government of  the Disunited Cultural Marxist States of  America has grown like a giant tumor, and now
threatens not only the “homeland” but the entire world with annihilation.

The perpetual two-party monopoly is an illegit imate disgrace. The American people are in mortal danger
because of  their ignorance, but even they in large numbers want a more open polit ical system rather than the
Soviet Lite version that the U.S. Empire has f ine-tuned over the generations. Watching the national conventions
of  the two monopoly gangs, with their party apparatchiks continually yelling “USA!” “USA!” “USA!” like Pavlov’s
dogs on steroids while smashing any kind of  genuine dissent and open discussion only lends to the
inescapable conclusion that this is a country gone not only totalitarian but mad.

The only discernible dif f erence between Mitt Romney and Barack Obama is that if
Obama is re-elected there is a 98 percent chance of  the Z ionist Axis – Washington, Tel Aviv and London –
launching a war of  aggression against Iran, whereas if  Romney is elected it ’s a virtual 100 percent certainty.
The U.S. has surrounded Iran with over 60 military bases, has in place a huge naval armada, and has already
been engaged f or years in a barely covert war against Iran involving propaganda, cyber-weapons,
assassinations and psychological operations. It is dif f icult to see such massive war preparations simply being
abandoned without being used.

War with Iran at best will result in the deaths of  many, many thousands of  Iranian civilians along with the
destruction of  the inf rastructure of  one of  the oldest civilizations on earth. At worst it will ignite a global war
that might result in nukes and chemical weapons being used against America.
That alone is more than reason enough to vote f or Merlin Miller and American Third Position as space
limitations do not permit listing the many other severe internal and external problems f acing the United States
as a result of  a government gone rogue and unaccountable.

What’s obvious and inescapable and must be f aced is that f orced multiculturalism at home and constant
warf are abroad can only be conducted by a totalitarian system of  control. That is what voting f or the “lesser
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of  two evils” over the years has helped bring about.

Merlin Miller is on the ballot in Colorado, New Jersey and Tennessee. Some may pooh-pooh being on in only
three states, but only because they are unaware of  how very dif f icult it is f or non-Republicrat polit ical parties
to get on the ballot, especially f or a small new party like American Third Position. The bottom line is that Miller
is the f irst patriotic, pro-White presidential candidate to be on the ballot anywhere since the 1992 election,
when the Populist Party and Bo Gritz were on in 16 states. It ’s a start, a good start, and one that can and will
be built upon.

If  you don’t live in Colorado, New Jersey or Tennessee, write in the name of  Merlin Miller f or President and
Virginia Abernethy f or Vice President on Election Day. Don’t vote f or the “lesser of  two evils” — do something
positive and vote f or a t icket and party that every red-blooded American can be proud of .
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